«Le véritable voyage de découverte ne consiste pas à chercher de nouveaux paysages, mais à avoir de nouveaux yeux» — Marcel Proust
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AN ACADEMIC DISSECTION BASED ANATOMY COURSE DESIGNED FOR OBGYN TRAINEES

«Seeing Things From a Different Angle»
UniTO FAST
is a structured academic certification program for gynecological anatomy created and developed at the University of Turin, Italy.
The program has been tailored for trainees and is based on an innovative educational model of female anatomy leading to the “fast” acquisition of the anatomical knowledge and practical dissection skills on cadaver for surgical application. It includes 3 building blocks for pelvic anatomy:
- Reinterpretation of known anatomy
- Simplification of surgical anatomy
- Application of anatomical surgery
The program includes 3 modules:
- “knowledge” (theory)
- “knowledge as recognition” (practice)
- “knowledge acquisition” (testing)

Info & registration:
+390113131752
annamaria.tavella@unito.it
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KNOWLEDGE
- The classical model of pelvic anatomy: spaces and structures
- A fascial reinterpretation of the classical female pelvic surgical anatomy: seeing things from a different angle

KNOWLEDGE AS RECOGNITION
- The classical model of pelvic anatomy: dissection of spaces and structures
- The fascial compartmentalization

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
- “Make the puzzle”

KNOWLEDGE
- Surgical terminology for vulvar cancer treatment
- The Scarpa’s triangle

KNOWLEDGE AS RECOGNITION
- Vulvar anatomy
- Inguinofemoral anatomy

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
- “Pictionary”

KNOWLEDGE
- From surgical anatomy to anatomical surgery: planning surgical strategies
- The right stitch for the right anatomical structure
- Going beyond the pelvis

KNOWLEDGE AS RECOGNITION
- Anatomy of the main mono/bi/tri/full-compartmental gynecological procedures
- One stitch, one tissue
- Anatomic knowledge to explore the upper abdomen in gynecologic oncology

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
- “Which came first: the chicken or the egg?”

KNOWLEDGE
- The Vascular and Neural compartments: vascular and neural crossroads of the body
- The Parietal and Visceral compartments: suspension and support systems of viscera

KNOWLEDGE AS RECOGNITION
- The Parietal and Vascular compartments: dissection of their anatomical structures
- The Neural and Visceral compartments: dissection of their anatomical structures

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
- “Freaking Shapes”